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through comprehending its use. That research was certainly
fruitful, but the prospect of digital texts supplanting printed books
was a distant one.

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the life of books on physical library
shelves. Most existing data on the use of library books uses logs
to quantify loans, or user interviews to obtain insights into their
use. We deploy a new specialised technique, photographing
library shelves systematically over a week-long period, and noting
changes to the positions of individual books, and movement over
each shelf as a whole. Through this indirect observation, we
demonstrate the use of shelved books within, rather than on
leaving, the library. We reveal the first insight into within-library
book use, and demonstrate that in-library use appears to be more
common and over a longer period than previous research suggests.

Today, we have services that comprise a fully digital catalogue
with exclusively, or at least predominantly, electronic books.
However, what actually occurs at the physical library shelves is
little known or understood. While there is clearly the simple
physical retrieval of known books—a task readily supplanted
effectively by digital delivery—contextual studies have reported
indirectly the use of shelves for browsing, selection and reference.
The main resource of knowledge used in previous studies of
library behaviour is the library catalogue. Given their digitisation
three decades ago, there is great depth to the data available on
books taken out of libraries for consultation at home (see for
example [20; 21]). In reference libraries, the retrieval of stock
from closed stacks is also well-known, but this use sheds
necessarily little light on the more flexible tasks available in openaccess shelves.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The behaviour of library users has been studied for many years in
order to better understand human information seeking [8; 9].
While (digital) library catalogues have been criticised for poor
usability, and a weak fit with user expectations, other aspects of
the physical library have maintained a perceived advantage over
computer-based seeking.

Borrowing records only record the withdrawal of a book for some
(usually unknown) reading purpose, its possible later renewal and
eventual return. Some researchers, dating from Hancock-Beaulieu
onwards, have also followed individual users in the library, or
interviewed library users about their behaviour. The goals of this
work have varied. Hancock-Beaulieu sought to understand the
impact of a digital, versus card, catalogue on user search strategies
[9]. The triage of books for selection at the shelf, or the use of
texts for a quick reference are given only limited treatment, as
these tasks were incidental to the goals of the study.

Two key, if sometimes disputed, areas of advantage to physical
libraries are the perceived usability of paper documents, and the
ease of browsing wide ranges of books [13; 22; 38; 39]. However,
while the emergence of ebooks has led to more detailed study of
the reading of both digital and print books, the use of physical
library spaces for consulting and retrieving books has received
surprisingly scant attention.

More recently, researchers have interviewed library readers as to
how they do their searching in the library, sometimes
supplemented by observing the same users at the shelves [13].
Given the paucity of prior work, the focus of such studies has
been on basic elements such as the perceived use of shelves at
different heights (e.g. above head-height, at foot level). These
studies again reported browsing activity and some at-shelf
reference work, but their data, being focused on individuals
regarding one event, provides limited reliability in terms of
assessing the relative frequency of these activities, compared to
“grab-and-go” retrieval.

This gap is made all the more worth closing, as much of the little
material that we have to hand is in fact quite dated. Studies from,
for example, 1987 [10], date from the period where most
university and public libraries were moving from a card-index to a
computerised catalogue. The focus of concern then was to
understand how to tailor and improve the digital catalogue,
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This paper aims to close that gap—we capture evidence from the
shelves of their use, and contrast that data against the
contemporaneous borrowing records for the same groups of
books. The data demonstrates that significant, currently
unrecorded, use of books is made within the library. Furthermore,
we contribute a method of indirect observation of users, through
the direct observation of the artefact of library shelving, that can
be used to gain knowledge both about libraries in general, and the
use of individual libraries specifically.
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attempted to evaluate this type of use by retrospective analysis of
date stamps [11], noting what is re-shelved from trolleys and
desks [26], or voluntary reader questionnaires at the shelves [8].
This data, though, is necessarily incomplete. For example, reshelving data doesn’t account for users returning their own books
to the shelves, nor do voluntary questionnaires capture more than
a fraction of total users. Even so, these studies report 50-60 % of
book use happening within libraries and thus invisible to
circulation analysis.

2. BACKGROUND
This section will review some of the methodologies used to
understand information use in libraries, then describe the shelves
as an information seeking experience.

2.1 Watching Library Users
Observational and ethnographic methods have been used
extensively to assess libraries [16]. They have also been used
within libraries to understand a range of aspects of information
seeking, including serendipity [22], book selection [13] and the
influence of digital libraries [1; 40].

Of course with the advent of ebooks, it is possible to count all
use—every action can be logged [24]. While use of this capacity
has been largely restricted to circulation analysis, some studies
have used it to look at reading [27] and book selection [28; 30].
Ebooks, though, have only a single discovery mechanism: search.
Search is another aspect of library use that has lent itself well to
log analysis, we understand that searchers use short queries, like
keyword searching and are often unsuccessful [2; 6; 19; 41].
Search doesn’t meet all information needs, though—it is only a
small part of human information seeking behaviour [18; 23]. The
restriction of ebook access to search is one of the reasons readers
have given for avoiding ebooks [28].

These studies have been exploratory in nature and given us
insights we simply would not have using other methods; they
offer twin advantages of seeing natural user behaviour (such as
shelf browsing) and understanding user motivation (such as the
use of non-bibliographic cues in book selection [22; 40]).
Observational studies are necessarily limited [34], though; to
understand the prevalence of specific behaviours we need larger
numbers of users than are typically captured by observation. One
approach to gaining the large number of users is surveys, another
is log analysis of various kinds; the use of these types of studies is
addressed in Section 2.2 below.

Our study uses a counting approach to try to make visible library
use that has previously been invisible: in-library use of print
books. It also assesses the stability of the shelves as an
information interface; while being presented with unexpected
finds can lead to a feeling of serendipity [12], unstable or
inconsistent interfaces are not known for their usability [35]. This
is a novel approach to studying the shelves.

The study we present in this paper is exploratory in nature and
suited to the smaller sample sizes typically seen with ethnographic
methods. The problem with this, however, is that the behaviours
we are investigating, and the changes they wreak at the shelves,
require more than a handful of users to understand. As such, we
turned to aggregate observation, most commonly seen in libraries
as log analysis.

2.3 Shelves Under Study

2.2 Counting Library Use

There are not many studies of how library users approach and use
the shelves, but there are a few. The earliest of these is Beaulieu’s
early work, showing that shelf browsing was an important
component of information seeking [9]. In the 90s two
observational studies considered how children use the library
shelves [33; 37]; they demonstrated that location within the
physical structure of the shelves was important to children, but did
not note for any participant whether the shelf environment was
stable. More recent studies have focused on adults, but they have
been observational and used few participants. Like with children,
these studies have found that adults focus more on the middle
shelves [13]. They also reinforce that shelves are a clear part of
the information seeking process, used for browsing and
serendipity seeking [1; 22; 40].

There is a long trend in libraries to attempt to enumerate use. One
of the earliest strategies for such enumeration is the materials
availability survey; it asks library visitors whether they found
what they came for. This strategy has been used for forty years
[15], but has a number of difficulties, particularly in a digital age.
This approach does not allow for the use of electronic resources,
nor does it take non-specific information needs into account [29].
It is also dependent on the testimony of individual users, which—
while it clearly addresses their own experience—is no guarantee
of usage, nor does it provide an aggregate view of use.
Early circulation analysis—counting and analysing which books
had been loaned and returned—relied on counting by hand,
typically using a sample of all books. This method has been used
in interesting ways, for example Losee’s analysis of borrowing by
individuals that shows they borrow books close together [21]. It
was not until the advent of digital inventory management that
complete sample circulation analysis could take place. This
completeness has allowed for some interesting analyses, for
example the numerous comparisons between print and ebook
circulation [5; 20] and an early market basket analysis of
borrowing across subject categories [7]. Circulation analysis,
though, has typically been used for collection management (for
example [17]) and not for understanding actual user experience.
This focus on the collection has changed recently, with a few
attempts to understand user behaviour—specifically browsing [31;
32]—being based on circulation data; our study continues in this
user focused tradition.

Our study takes a different approach—we do not observe users at
the shelves, but instead document the traces of their use.

3. METHOD
As noted above, previous work has relied primarily on the use of
borrowing logs to establish the level of use of library content.
However, for open-access reserve material, or content that is often
consulted within the library, this can be an entirely or
substantially incomplete picture. While the methods for
examining library loan logs are well established, specific methods
for examining at-shelf and within-library use are very few.
Ethical considerations are also at play. Techniques that require the
participation of library users would of course require informed
consent. Obtaining consent from the many users of an individual
library, or part of it, would potentially disrupt the work of many,
and potentially discourage its use by at least a few.

While it is relatively easy to count out-of-library information use,
this does not give a full picture of how much information library
users are accessing: it is clear from earlier work that many library
users read inside the library [3; 4; 13], and (for print books) this is
largely invisible to counting exercises. Previous studies have

Indirect observation is a long-standing approach within humancomputer interaction and library interaction studies [16], and we
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The study commenced and finished on a Wednesday (a total of 8
days, 6 working days. We chose to span a weekend in case there
was a particular shift in use from Friday to Monday or effect of
the weekend. Photographs were checked for clarity at the point of
capture, and if they appeared too blurry for use, a second was
taken. All photographs were automatically date-stamped.

adopted this strategy to underpin our work. Shelves were
photographed at approximately a metre distance when they were
not in use. The capture of the visual data in a concrete form also
enabled a detailed and systematic review at a later date, rather
than hurriedly attempting to record information manually at the
moment of data gathering. This reflects general advantages of
indirect observation, but avoiding the mediating effects of the
data-capture being performed by users themselves.

We used high-resolution digital cameras (10Mp+) with low
compression levels. Due to the varying thickness of the books on
the shelves, the number of photographs for a given set of 200
books ranged from four to eight photographs. Each individual
photograph covered two (or occasionally three) shelves of books.
The shelving is in bays, each of which contains six shelves, and
each set spanned three or four bays. Every complete survey
required up to 120 photographs.

Our approach directly captured the artefacts—i.e. the positioning
of books—but this only indirectly gathers the intentions of users,
if it gathers them at all. However, at this early stage of
investigation, we did not know even the frequency of evidence of
book use. While the method is limited, it does ensure higher
accuracy of the book movement data than more user-focussed
alternatives.

Table 1. Sampled Dewey Decimal Ranges
(in descending order of loan frequency)

We had piloted a photographic method for capturing book
movements in the context of bookshops, in response to earlier
work that had tracked individual users. This proved fruitful, but
the movement of books in shops is only loosely associated with
information work of any form, and so we turned the technique to
the more task-oriented context of a physical library.

Seq

The library that the full study took place in is the main library of
Swinburne, a small, research active university in Australia. The
predominant users of the library’s open-shelf books students; staff
mostly using online research resources. The core open-stack
collection is held on two floors, adjacent to quiet study areas,
including desks, desktop PCs and power-points for laptop use.
These areas are primarily intended to support individual work.
Other levels of the library provide more open spaces and flexible
areas targeted at groupwork.
The study period was set in May 2015, across the third and fourth
weeks of the second term of the year’s teaching. The semester’s
teaching concluded at the end of the month, two weeks after the
study ended. This avoided the extreme use patterns of both
holiday and examination periods.

3.1 Sampling Method

Dewey Range

Subject Holdings
Politics
(mostly Australian)

1

320-952 WAR

320-994 LUC

2

571-64 BIO

572-8 BRO

Biochemistry

3

300-723 THO

301-0 PAR

Social Sciences
(Surveys)

4

658-8 KOT

658-8 SER

Marketing

5

651-74 HAN

657-0 MAR

Management and
Accounting

6

523-88-CEP

530-1 CAP

Astronomy

7

629-8 DUK

629-836 NAR

Engineering
(electronics)

8

174-4 MUR

174-915 WEL

Occupational Ethics

9

300-711 COM

300-72 PAT

Social Sciences
(Research Methods)

10

320-994 MAC

321-8 ROS

Politics

In addition, we photographed the re-shelving trolleys placed
around the library for users to place unneeded books for return to
the shelves by the library staff. This allowed us to potentially
identify books that were removed from the shelves and remained
in the library, but were not returned immediately after use. It also
allowed us to repeat the analysis performed in earlier work [11].
Furthermore, we surveyed the working spaces on each round,
taking photographs when we found abandoned target books.

Covering the entirety of a library was impracticable, at least in
terms of the subsequent analysis of photographs. Therefore, we
instead consulted the library catalogue data, and identified the
eight most active blocks of 200 books (in terms of loan activity)
by shelf location. We added to these eight, at the request of the
University Librarian at our host institution, two blocks. The first
was the most active block in a collection purported to be used
primarily for browsing, the second was the most active block in a
new, purpose bought collection. The shelves are organised using
Dewey Decimal Classification, and the classification spans used
in this study are given in Table 1.

3.2 Analysis
Following the data capture, we first manually coded each photograph with the Dewey range found on its shelf. Given the short
timespan of the study, strategic re-shelving did not occur, and
books remained, if in their intended place, at the same location.
The sets were each re-inspected and recoded until exhaustion had
been reached, and no further movements were discerned.

Focussing on the most frequently used parts of the library
increased our chances of observing movement in our week-long
capture phase.
In a pilot, we took photographs of shelves four times a day.
However, the observed rate of change did not seem to justify this
frequency, and in the main study we captured the shelf
photographs twice a day—once at 10:30-11:00am, and again at
3:00-3:30pm These times were the beginning and end of peak
occupancy time measured by a gate counter in the target library.
In addition, an extra opening and closing round were taken at the
start of the first day, and end of the last day, and a particular round
before the weekend closure that fell in the middle of the study.

Three main codes were used for movement:
Removed: a book disappears from view that was present in the
previous photograph of the same shelves.
Returned: a book appears that was not present in the previous
photograph of the shelves.
Moved: a book that appeared in the last photograph in the
sequence is identified in a different location on the same shelves.
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In addition, the following codes were used for other changes:

Table 2. Sampled Dewey Decimal Ranges :
Borrowing activity

Titled: one or more books are tilted to a different angle than in
the previous photograph. This code was not applied where the
movement was contiguous to the removal, return or movement of
a book, as this is often only further evidence of that change.

Seq

Subject

Loans

Renewals

1

Australian Politics

1

2

Slumped: any tilting of books that was immediately next to a
removed or returned book.

2

Biochemistry

0

0

3

Soc. Science #1

0

0

Pulled: one or more books appear further out from the shelf, or
are moved further back on the shelf than previously. We
encountered only one case of the latter. Books pulled in this
manner are frequently associated with the inspection of book
covers in the prior literature.

4

Marketing

9

2

5

Management

2

1

6

Astronomy

1

5

Out of Order: a book appears in the photograph that is from
outside of the Dewey range for that shelf. This is a known
phenomenon from previous library observations, but the purpose
of it is not well-known.

7

Engineering

2

1

8

Ethics

0

4

9

Soc. Science #2

3

5

Across all these codes, a code is only reported when a change
occurred on the shelves—hence, an “out-of-order” book will be
noted when it appears, or is removed, but was not counted
repeatedly between these events to ensure all changes were
detected.

10

Politics

2

1

Total

20

21

Table 3. Sampled Dewey Decimal Ranges :
At-shelf activity

Having coded the photographs, we then searched for each Dewey
code in turn, creating sequences of photographs of the same
location across the study period. For each shelf, we compared the
photographs with the preceding and succeeding images. This
allowed us to identify movements in books—from removal,
through replacing, to tipping and angling. Each movement was
then recorded textually, identifying the book(s) affected, the
action taken, the time and date of the action, and the shelf location
both in terms of Dewey code and relative to its bay. All bays had
six shelves, though exact shelf heights and positions varied
slightly. The shelf number was taken to start from 1 (at the top of
the bay) to 6 (just above floor level).
The library borrowing records for each Dewey sequence were
obtained from the library catalogue for the dates studied.
Renewals and recall notices, which would not affect the shelving,
were excluded, and returns and loans were retained. This
borrowing data was then checked against the shelf observation
data, to ensure that no loans were overlooked. This check did not
reveal any oversights.
Finally, the movement on the shelves was correlated with the
borrowing recorded on the same dates, and photographs of reshelving trolleys were checked for evidence of books taken from
the shelves, but not returned to them.

Seq

Topic Set

Removed

Returned

1

Australian Politics

5

3

2

Biochemistry

3

2

3

Soc. Science #1

10

4

4

Marketing

14

19

5

Management

15

15

6

Astronomy

16

2

7

Engineering

8

11

8

Ethics

5

0

9

Soc. Science #2

8

5

10

Politics

5

1

Total

89

62

As seen in tables 2 and 3, there appears to be an overall activity
level of approximately three to four times the borrowing uses
noted by the library catalogue. The Pearson’s correlation between
the recorded borrowing and the overall removal of books from the
shelves is 0.436—a modestly strong result, but misleading as in
fact any borrowed book is necessarily among those removed from
the shelves. Testing for the number of borrowed books versus
non-loaned removals reveals a surprising value of r=-0.15: in
other words there is scarcely any relationship.

4. RESULTS
Below we give the catalogue borrowing data for the ten sampled
ranges for our census date range. Renewals were not observable in
the library, and are given to provide context for the overall level
of activity in the collection. In addition to those below, there were
seven recall requests, for materials currently on loan and not
available in the library, and two loans of related software, which
are catalogued in the same range, but not available on the shelves.
We refer here, as will be the case in the rest of the paper, to only
the beginning of each range.

To place further confidence in these results, the distribution of
non-loan versus loan removals yields p=0.0038 (2=24.36, df=9).
The populations are significantly different from each other. This
suggests that books are often removed from the shelves for
purposes weakly- or un-related to borrowing.

As can be seen, the overall borrowing levels in the week were
low, but this is consistent with previous lending data from print
libraries [11; 31]. We next aggregated the basic data of actions on
the shelves, as described in the Method section above.
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item—the one seen twice—that returned on the same day was
then (later) marked out-of-place the same day on another shelf, so
it appears it was returned and removed once more.

4.1 Movement of Books
We observed three other phenomena in this study: the shifting of
books within the shelves; the location of books removed from the
shelves in the return trolleys; and the appearance of alien books
out-of-place on the shelves we were observing. We first report
the tilting, moving and pulling (outwards, towards the reader) of
books on the shelves, seen in Table 4.

Trolleys appear to be most associated with same-day returns, with
the occasional longer-term absence. Only two next-day or longer
items were found on the trolleys—under 10% of those groups.
The total count also formed under a quarter of the short-term uses
of books within the library. This leaves a substantial fraction of
within-library removals where their location is unaccounted for
during their absence.

Table 4. Sampled Dewey Decimal Ranges :
At-shelf activity
Seq

Topic Set

Tilted:
Books
(incidents)

Moved

Pulled

Outoforder

1

Australian
Politics

3(1)

2

2

1

2

Biochemistry

2(1)

0

2

0

3

Soc. Science
#1

27(3)

1

0

0

4

Marketing

23(3)

3

0

1

5

Management

2(2)

5

1

2

6

Astronomy

4(1)

0

1

2

7

Engineering

60(11)

3

1

0

8

Ethics

32(2)

0

1

0

9

Soc. Science
#2

15(2)

0

1

0

10

Politics

23(4)

0

1

0

Total

185(25)

14

10

6

In addition to those that were returned during the survey period,
fifty-five were removed and not returned. Of these, twenty were
loaned books, but this leaves thirty-five unaccounted for. Twelve
were removed on the last day, and would likely appear the
following, given the rest of our data; only two were removed at
the start of the period and had not reappeared by the end.
However, eleven had absent for three days. As a result of casual
observation, two sets of these (five books) had been encountered
elsewhere in the library, out of place. Both sets were disturbed
daily, suggesting that they had not been abandoned, but rather
were being hoarded out-of-place. In addition, we observed two
astronomy books that had been returned out-of-place in an
immediately neighbouring bay.

There is extensive tilting of books, though as can be seen in the
table, usually several were tilted at once—an average of over
seven. Moving of books within a shelf was less frequent, and
pulling less so again. In total six books were deposited in our set
shelves out-of-order.

Figure 1: example movement on the shelves—note previous
position of books that appear on the far right
Overall, there were twenty cases where books were removed from
their shelves overnight, and were later returned, but were not
placed or on moved to re-shelving trolleys in the meantime. We
had in addition a further twenty-one that were not returned for at
least a day, and were still away from their home shelves at the end
of the survey. The working spaces are cleared at the end of the
day, so they cannot have been left on benches or desks overnight.

The correlation between the loan (and return) rates and these
figures is again weak. For example, the correlation between the
number of tilted books and loans is 0.107, which is far below the
0.30 threshold normally expected of even a low correlation.
Where data is sparse, e.g. in the positioning of out-of-order books,
calculating a correlation is ill-advised. Nor is the correlation
between removals from the shelf a good predictor of other
activity—the correlation between in-library removals and tilting
activity being -0.235.
We also considered the location of the books removed from the
shelves, but which remained in the library. First, we identified the
number returned to their shelf during the survey, which totalled 34
of the 85 books taken from the shelves. Of these, twelve were
returned on the same day, eleven within twenty-four hours, and
ten were absent for a longer period.
Eight books taken from the shelves were found on the re-shelving
trolleys. One was removed and seen on a trolley on two separate
occasions (i.e. for a total of 9 incidents involving 8 books). Two
were seen on the last day of the survey, one was found on a trolley
at the very start, three were involved in a same-day return, and the
remaining two were away from their shelves for two days. Trolley
books always reappeared at their shelf the same day or, if found at
the end of the afternoon, the following morning. This was
consistent with local procedure. It is worth noting that one trolley

Figure 2: Two ‘out-of-order’ books placed in a nearby bay
This phenomenon might be mostly explained by the appearance of
six “alien” books in our sample shelves, as well as the five
wandering books of our sets that were observed on other shelves.
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As some informal evidence has suggested, books are placed
elsewhere on the shelves of the library. While others may have
been randomly abandoned on more distant shelves than was the
case with the astronomy books, it seems unlikely that much effort
would be expended moving unwanted books a long distance.

4.3 Ebook use
We further investigated the loan activity by identifying the ebook
usage from the university ebook collection over the same period.
Due to limitations of the system, we cannot separate on-site with
off-site use. The ebook borrowing information is presented in
table 6, which excludes the ebook loans that took place over the
weekend where the library was closed. As can readily be seen,
most of the activity is found in the 658.8 (Marketing) set. This
was also a busy set for in-library use, as already seen in the data.

As a final note, the eight books found on the trolleys come from
across the sampled set, and there is insufficient evidence to draw
any sound conclusions on effects from topic etc. However, to
provide an overview: three were from the management set, one
from biochemistry, one from the social sciences, one from
engineering, two from marketing.

We analysed the similarities and correlations between ebook and
book use in the library. Individual ebook loans are capped at 24
hours—a user who reads the same book across more than that period creates a new loan for each successive 24 hour period.
Therefore, as only a third of the in-library uses, and none of the
out-of-library loans fell within 24 hours, we used the number of
unique users (per book) as the loan figure for ebooks.
The distribution of online loans versus in-library removals differs
across the Dewey topic sets (p<0.0001, 2=42.34, df=9), with the
Marketing set being particularly well-used. Similar results are
obtained if the loan or book data is used, so the result appears to
be robust.
Table 5. Sampled Dewey Decimal Ranges :
eBook Borrowing activity (weekdays only)

Figure 3: A volume present (top left), removed (top right—
note the extra label on the second book from left); and on a
res-helving trolley (bottom).
As seen in Table 4, six books were deposited on the shelves out of
their correction position. We did not count cases where books
moved within the same shelf (see the moved total instead).

4.2 Spans of Short-term Use
We also identified the time periods within which use-and-return in
the same period covered. Thirty-four books—or over a third of all
removals—were cases where books were removed and replaced to
their original position in the sample period. These removals were
gathered together, and the relative span between removal and
replacement was calculated. Twelve were replaced on the same
day, eleven on the following day (and within 24 hours), and ten
were absent for over 24 hours.

Seq

Topic Set

Loans

Users

Books

1

Australian Politics

0

0

0

2

Biochemistry

6

4

1

3

Soc. Science #1

0

0

0

4

Marketing

35

20

15

5

Management

1

1

1

6

Astronomy

1

1

1

7

Engineering

0

0

0

8

Ethics

5

3

3

9

Soc. Science #2

18

10

8

10

Politics

0

0

0

Total

66

39

29

One can also consider whether there is a correlation between the
online use of ebooks and in-library use of books by topic set. We
calculated the (Pearson’s r) correlation between e-Book users and
library loans on one hand, and three sets of book numbers on the
other. The three library data sets were out-of-library loans, inlibrary use, and the combined data. The correlations were r=0.715,
r=-0.213 and r=0.315 respectively. What this reveals is that while
there is a good correlation between ebook loans and out-of-library
book loans, the relationship between in-library use and ebook
loans is minimal.

The mean of the observed time between their removal being
detected and their return identified was just over 23 hours. The
longest period for which a book was absent—a large volume on
engineering—was 105 hours. This was neither found nearby its
shelves, nor on the re-shelving trolleys across that entire period.
For these calculations we entirely discount the weekend, as no
action could occur during the library’s closure. Clearly, our
sampling method allows a fair degree of error for both times, and
a denser sampling rate would increase the accuracy. Any time
detected where a book was on a trolley is also discounted.

4.4 Shelf Heights

Thus, a substantial proportion of books were away from their
‘home’ for extended periods. One book was observed on the
workspace of a reader over the three days it was away from its
home shelf, without any sign of that shelf being disturbed (which
would have been necessary, were that book returned—as did
occur when it was eventually replaced). Again, there is suggestive
evidence that books may be kept away from their assigned shelf
for an extended period when removed by a reader.

As noted previously, there is evidence that children in particular
are prone to using the lowest shelves in the library [33; 37] and
some suggestive evidence, and some speculative intuition, has led
to the expectation that adults show the same patterns. Our data
again provides the potential to test this assumption, as it
aggregates over the use of a set of shelves by a number of
individuals with, likely, different specific tasks and interests.
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The data of the number of tilting and moving actions by shelf
height is shown below, in Table 7. As noted in the method
section, all the sets of shelves we observed had the same general
layout of six shelves in a bay, with only minor variations in shelf
height between them. Some sets had empty shelves, and these
were all eliminated from the shelf counts given below.

returning books from loan or trolleys strongly suggests librarian
involvement. In contrast, the vast majority of returns were rather
untidy, with books being deposited slightly out-of-place, on top of
other books, or otherwise incongruously. The movement in Figure
1, for example, is consistent with the re-shelving normally seen
during the study.

Table 6. Shelf position and user action

One potential criticism of shelf access is that readers may fail to
find their required book due to it being on loan. During the period
being studied, this particular library did not exhaust its supply of
multiple holdings, and only one recall was issued for a book that
was not already available on the shelves (and that a specialist
single holding on Einstein’s relationship with South America).
For our data, therefore, the negative impact of non-availability of
a text is unlikely to have been an issue. Overall availability of
titles was maintained at over 99% across the period.

1 (top)

No. of
Shelves
19

Tilt
incidents
3

Tilted
books
10

2

20

10

53

5

3

19

6

36

1

4

18

4

33

4

5

20

5

41
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0

5. DISCUSSION
As noted in the introduction, the study of user activity at the
library shelves is of recent research interest. While claims have
been repeatedly made for serendipitous discovery, browsing and
simply retrieval at open-stack shelves, most of the available
evidence of library user activity has tracked loans, when books are
removed from the building.

6
20
2
12
0
(bottom)
We tested the frequencies above against the expected distribution
given the number of shelves at each position. While for the
number of tilting incidents, we did not find a reliable difference in
the distributions (p=0.185, df=5, 2=7.98), there was a significant
variation when the number of tilted books was considered
(p<0.0001, df=5, 2=45.12). We did not test the movement of
books, as the values were too low for a reliable result.

Our chosen method does not enable us to investigate incidents of
serendipitous discovery, or other primarily cognitive work.
Thankfully, recent observational research has started to address
that particular issue [4; 13].

Table 7. Shelf position and user action

1 (top)

No. of
Shelves
19

2

20

26

18

6

3

19

6

4

1

4

18

16

13

7

5

20

17

17

2

Shelf

Removals

Returns

Loans

9

6

2

What our technique does permit us to identify in an unprecedented
level is the aggregate effect of user activity at the shelves,
independent of books being withdrawn from the library.

5.1 Volume of Within-Library ‘Loans’
Prior data in of within-library borrowing of books from the
shelves is scant, and in the vast majority of cases predates the
introduction of digital library catalogues in the [8; 11]. At that
time, the best evidence suggested that the predominant use of
books is outside the library. Harris, for example, reported minimal
use of books for study within the library building, running at close
to 10% of all book use [11]. Our data demonstrates that in contrast
to this prior data, a substantial volume of information work is (at
least now) conducted within the library itself. In contrast to
twenty loans, we saw evidence of almost 90 uses within the
library.

6
20
10
3
2
(bottom)
The activity of removals and returns was also totalled, and we
again tested using the chi-square test, yielding p=0.0011 and
p=0.0004 (df=5, 2=20.29,22.58) respectively. Again, the location
of content on the shelf appeared to influence its use.

As we only sampled twice a day for most of the survey, it is likely
that our data still under-reports in-library use, particularly for
shorter uses of books. We saw at least one case of a book being
moved that was suggestive of it having been used more
extensively than simply lifted from the shelves and briefly
opened. Nonetheless, the picture our data provides is sharply
different to the prior literature. Nor is it simply a matter of scale—
the within-library use of books showed no correlation with library
loans, and so simple multiplication of loans to extrapolate overall
activity is likely to lead to erroneous conclusions, at least within a
particular topic.

4.5 Order and Disorder
We noted in Table 4 that 14 books were moved within their
assigned shelf, and a further six were deposited out-of-order. In
addition, we counted the number of events where shelves were
tidied. In total, twenty tidying events were discerned, that
included 156 books. As noted in the Method section, we did not
count tilting of books as such when it coincided with the removal
of a book, as this may be a consequence of the removal, rather
than a separate event. We did count those occasions where
removing a book led to a tilt-like movement: there were six in
total, affecting thirty-one books. These events consistently
coincided with the return of books to the shelves—typically those
returned from loan. One case was a re-shelving from the trolleys,
and one case was both a loan return and a trolley return.

One baseline in our data was the relative use of re-shelving
locations in the library, as this was precisely what both Harris [11]
and McGrath [26] used in 1971. While occasionally books are
littered on other places, there were few occasions where we
encountered abandoned books on the many desks and benches
provided for reader use. These were recorded in the same manner
as the trolleys, but were very few. While we knew of over eighty

Tidying was accompanied by the return of books to the vertical
(from horizontal or titled), and the relocation of books to their
correct order in the shelf sequence. This, and the association of
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The primary purposes of library shelves are to provide storage and
enable retrieval [36]. However, the total activity we observed is
only mildly correlated with what has been dubbed ‘grab-and-go’
retrieval [3]. Our data shows that books are regularly moved or
disturbed without being taken from the library or the shelf for
several hours. The prior data that suggested the primary use of
libraries was as a retrieval mechanism for work outside them is
therefore either dated or simply incorrect. What evidence is there
of other activity?

books removed from the shelves, only eight, or under 10%, were
located on the re-shelving areas at any point. Thus, over 90% of
book use appears to be driven by readers removing and returning
books themselves, without librarian involvement.
Harris [11] reported reshelving activity to be c. 10% of the level
of loan activity. We found a higher proportion (c. 2:1 rather than
10:1), but our smaller sample doesn’t readily allow for strong
conclusions to be drawn on a comparison. What we can assert is
that reshelving is a very small proportion of overall internal
circulation, and this probably explains Harris’ much lower
assessment of within-library use.

Triage activity—choosing from a number of candidate books—in
theory requires the reader to engage with the content and metadata
of the candidates. Naturally, in a physical library, this is found in
the book titles and names on the spines, blurb and further
information on the front and rear of the book, and in the content of
the book itself. Accessing anything bar the basic title-and-author
data placed on the spine is likely to require manipulation of the
shelves and their contents. Again, there is minimal existing data
on this, and our results give the initial baseline for this value.

Fussler and Simon’s highly cited (1961) work [8] used an entirely
different method than Harris’ focus on reshelving of books.
However as those authors themselves noted, their use of selfreporting questionnaires at the shelves was extremely vulnerable
to under-reporting. Their data would suggest an approximately
equal balance of use within- and outside-the library. Again, our
data suggests a much higher level of in-library use than their
research appeared to capture.

We detected twenty-five incidents of one or more books being
tilted, likely as a consequence of a book being inspected either onor off- the shelf. In addition, we found ten cases of books being
pulled (or in one case “pushed”). None of these cases were
associated with the removal of a book from the shelves for a
prolonged period—though quite probably some of the few pulled
books were both taken down and placed carefully back in place.

It is worth noting that in recent years, academic and public
libraries have sought to increase their utility as working spaces,
rather than as repositories. Plausibly, this is a factor that may have
also caused a shift in behaviour from data gathered in the early
1960s and 1970s. However, this is difficult to assess without
concrete data to corroborate it.

Overall, there is plentiful indirect evidence of triage—and
possibly browsing—activity, though it should be borne in mind
that other short-term uses, e.g. simply seeking a text for quick
reference, will likely produce similar patterns of disturbance.

5.2 Duration of within-library use
Unfortunately, no prior data that we could locate shed light on the
duration of absence from the shelves. While Fussler and Simon
obtained self-reported data at the time of removal [8], and Harris
detected the point of re-shelving [11], neither consistently
identified both the time of removal or return. Fussler and Simon
did capture instantaneous use, as they enquired about reader’s first
actions with the book. However, they did not enquire as to the
duration of in-library use. Thus, neither study could capture
longer-term within-library use, given their limitations.

Shelf height has been long raised as an issue in the use of library
content [8] However, the historic data is strongly influenced by
the overarching concern of making more effective use of physical
library space, and the available sequencing details of the shelf
heights (e.g. [8]) is very limited, as we lack any idea of the total
height or layout of the storage being studied—eight or nine
shelves being typical in that period, but being almost unknown
using modern shelving units.

The most striking aspect of our data was the volume of book
removal from the shelves for prolonged periods. This provides an
important picture of information use that is absent from the
previous literature.

What our data demonstrates more explicitly is that there is a peak
at around shoulder height, and another at what approximates to
kneeling head-height, or standing waist-height. This likely
corresponds with one of the peaks reported historically. The main
survey—Fussler and Simon’s—relied on a questionnaire placed at
around standing height, so a match with that height could be
caused by several different factors [8]. Furthermore, they only
used shelf number, when the number of shelves in a bay varied.
This led, by their own admission, to marked and confounding
effects in their data. These two effects may also explain the
relatively low response rate for the lower shelves reported in that
study.

Only a third of the books where we could detect removal and
return reappeared on the same day. Almost identical proportions
reappeared on the next day, and at a later point in time. While we
cannot be sure of the whereabouts of these items, the presence of
alien books in the observed locations, plus the detection of books
removed from our sets in other locations, and in use over
contiguous days, may suggest that the informally reported
deliberate misplacing of books in a library for personal storage
may be in fact be more ubiquitous than the scant evidence to date
(e.g. [14]) might have suggested.

Added to this, our data demonstrates that, again, loan use is at best
weakly correlated with in-library use, and this applies as much to
the effect of shelf height as any other factor.

5.3 Readers at the Shelves
Beyond the aggregate picture, our data provides some evidence
for assessing what is actually done by users at or near library
shelves. Previous literature [3; 4; 13], suggests that users both
browse and use books for brief reference at the shelves. Browsing
itself may not require the user to touch the books or shelves, but
reading book cover blurbs, sometimes even titles, and certainly
internal content necessarily require the reader to at least partially
take a book from the shelf.

5.4 Order and Disorder
Those book returns that we could attribute to loan activity were
normally associated with the locations being tidied, underlining
the likelihood of librarians being responsible for the tidying of
shelves. The shelves were regularly disrupted and re-arranged.
Occasionally ‘alien’ books were found in existing locations, and
over 150 books were tilted at one or more points in the study. This
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level of activity is far beyond the sparse loan activity of libraries
in general, but also far above the limited loan activity recorded for
our target areas across the study period.

effective than they are. This demonstrates a large gap in capability
that we have suspected but not proven until this point.

Our data may have the limitation of occurring in a relatively
optimal situation. While concerns have been raised about the nonavailability of books in traditional libraries (due to a lack of
holding, or exhaustion of supply by demand), this is unlikely to
have been a problem in our case. It may be that the context
studied here was not representative of the general experience of
the use of physical libraries, if availability is lower.

Previous research had suggested that use of books inside physical
libraries was limited [11; 26]. Due to the lack of availability of
other information, loan data has served as the benchmark for the
use of print libraries. Our data demonstrates that this assumption
is unreliable, and needs to be approached with caution. Ebook use
seems well correlated with loan data, but weakly correlated with
in-library use. While triage activity [24] in the library may
account for some of the gap, its brevity means it is unlikely to
explain the long uses that we frequently detected. It seems that
while digital systems successfully deliver material for use—at
least for some work –there remains an advantage to print that has
not yet been closed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

5.5 Loans, Removals and Ebook Use
We also compared the activity of physical book use with the use
of electronic books at the same institution. This data reinforced
previous findings that levels of electronic book use varies between
disciplines [5]. The triangulation of our users’ behaviour against
prior work helps support our new findings. What the data revealed
for the first time was that while the rate of loans outside the
library correlate well with ebook loans, they have little or—more
likely—no relationship with the level of within-library use of
books, both off- and on- the shelves.

We have shown for the first time that books are often absent for
extended periods from their assigned shelves, even in a wellmaintained environment is. It seems likely that readers hoard
books in out-of-order places to secure access to them. Further
knowledge of these prolonged absences is needed to complete our
picture of work in the library.

In various parts of information work, developers of new systems
have compared their proposed solution with known patterns of
prior behaviour. Providing naturalistic and effective trials of
physical versus digital media is often noted as problematic, even
by leading researchers [25] Our data would suggest caution in
using library loan data, despite its previous endorsements [26] as a
benchmark of overall use, but we can provide some indication of
the current relationship between loan and overall activity.
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